EDITOR'S PAGE

The challenges of 1994 and beyond coincide with the Journal's commencement of its fifteenth year of publication. Always guided by the touchstone to chronicle significant energy law developments, the Journal also must look to the future.

What issues will our readers (or their clients) face as we rush toward a new Century? For the electric and natural gas industries, the sea-changes resulting from the Energy Policy Act, Order No. 636 and FERC's attempt to resolve stranded costs, standardize EBBs and grapple with gathering are some of the immediate issues. Beyond this horizon, are international energy projects and important state regulatory issues. Such an agenda will occupy our readers and should provide ample basis for lively discussion in this publication.

As always, this page recognizes the tangible contributions made by so many. Without the support of our Bar Association, the sustained and thoughtful efforts of the Journal's board of professional editors and the energetic students and faculty at the National Energy and Law Policy Institute at the University of Tulsa, the Journal would not be of the quality recognized by our readers, scholars and the courts.

With much appreciation for contributors to the Foundation of the Energy Law Journal, as well as the writings of numerous contributors, the Journal will continue to record, and even anticipate significant energy law developments.

William A. Mogel
Editor-in-Chief